
This week everything has gone back to normal because the year
6 SATS are finished! Hooray!  

Lots of the year 6 pupils enjoyed the experience of SATS but
are glad it's all over now. 

All of KS2 are starting to practice the summer play a lot more.
In just over a week, it is half term and lots of us are looking
forward to the village day and jubilee celebrations. The village
day fate is always lots of fun.

- Charlotte, Year 5

Kids Rock!



Pupils in Oaks class have enjoyed reading to each other this
week. Sharing books and discussing what books and authors
they would recommend. 

Congratulations to Sophie and Charlotte, our first pupils to
have completed their Reading Gems bookmark. A golden ticket
is on its way to you! 

Share a BookShare a BookShare a Book



Record BreakersRecord BreakersRecord Breakers
This week the Silver Birches took part in an attempt to break a
world record! They joined other schools to take part in a live-
streamed Number Crunching Session with Times Tables Rock
Stars. 

Amazingly, the event smashed the previous record of 1000 by
streaming to 5000 devices! All the children enjoyed taking part
in this exciting event and we even received a special message
from the Education Secretary, Nadhim Zahawi!



UplevellingUplevellingUplevelling
This week, the Rowans have been working incredibly hard to
uplevel their work, using grammar and punctuation accurately
in English.



Wheelie good fun in WillowsWheelie good fun in WillowsWheelie good fun in Willows
As we have been looking at buses and other forms of transport
recently, we made our own vehicles. We stuck on some wheels
but found it a bit disappointing that they didn’t turn around.
We were then shown how to use special materials (straws and
sticks!) to create an axle which means that the wheels can turn
around when the vehicle is pushed. We used blue tack to fix the
wheels onto the rod, but when we played with them, they kept
falling off. 

Mrs Foster then showed us how to use a glue gun to fix these
together. The glue gun is hot and we had to be very careful
when using it so that we didn’t catch our fingers. Mrs Foster
was very proud of how carefully we worked. We then put our
vehicles to the test and had a race outside. It was very good
fun!
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Mrs Foster held a lovely assembly this week on the Queen's 70th Jubilee
and what it is all about. We had lots of fun recreating the Union Jack
and sharing our ideas with each other. 



Well done to Whiwell AFC who won their cup final matches last Saturday. 

A massive congratulations to Billy, Harry J, Finley J, Callem, Harry C, Sami,
Lachlan, Harry P, Finn, and everyone else who played.

Have something you want to share? Send your pictures or achievements to
admin@stpaulswalden.herts.sch.uk to be included in the next edition of Kids Rock! 
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